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Ridgeway water heater to function for first time in two years today

by Bill Coates

A flood-destroyed water heater in Ridgeway's basement诗人

in the town's office will be turned on today, completing the repairs to the water heater for the first time in two years. The heater was damaged by flooding in 1982, and has been out of service since then.

In other news, the town council will meet tonight to discuss a proposed 10.2 percent increase in tuition fees for the upcoming academic year.
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$230 tuition hike hits undergraduates for next year

by Bill Coates

A tuition increase of $230 has hit Suffolk for undergraduates, raising tuition from $2,000 to $2,230 for the upcoming academic year.

At last week's meeting, the Board of Trustees also approved tuition increases for graduate, part-time, and day and evening law school students. Day tuition will rise to $390, evening law $370, graduate school $200, and part-time and evening students tuition will rise to $21.

President James J. Phalen explained that the increases were necessary due to rising costs and budget constraints.

Board vote approved for Student committee

by Maria Gross

In a proposal that could set new precedent in trustees policy, students have won a vote on the Board of Trustees through the acceptance of a Student Affairs Planning Committee.

In a unanimous vote during last week's full board meeting, trustees approved a three-page outline, with minor revisions, of a committee designed to provide more effective student participation in the university's governance.

It will also provide trustee representation for law, undergraduates, evening and business students in one committee rather than separate committees.

This collector won't 'can' the labels

by Joseph Pag

It sounds like a simple request: "Can we have some extra gum?" But to one student, it means "I'll give you some gum if you help me sort these labels," and to another, "I'll give you a free sticker if you help me sort these labels." The request is from one of the many collectors on campus, and while it may seem simple, it requires a lot of patience.

COOK ON/OFF

Among some of the students who have seen the request as a challenge are: Philip Bem, 19; John Smith, 20; and Sarah Johnson, 21. They all agree that it's a fun way to help out and contribute to the college.

CORNER VIEW

Among some of the students who have seen the request as a challenge are: Philip Bem, 19; John Smith, 20; and Sarah Johnson, 21. They all agree that it's a fun way to help out and contribute to the college.
Science requirement may increase by fall

by Ed Cattaneo

Freshman science requirement may be increased to 9 credits for fall 1979.

The proposed increase was announced by the college's Academic Council.

The increase marks the third time since 1975 that the science credit requirement has been changed.

A science requirement has been in place for 3 years.

The new requirement will take the place of a current requirement of 5 credits.

The change is expected to affect approximately 200 students.

The proposed increase was announced by the Academic Council.

The increase is intended to provide a "buffer" to science and student members of the Academic Council believes that the change will benefit the students in the long run.

The Academic Council is expected to vote on the change at its next meeting.

SU awaiting word on financial aid funds


Science students offered courses at Cobscook Bay lab

by Elise G. Friedman

Science students offered courses at Cobscook Bay laboratory.

The laboratory, under the direction of Cobscook Bay February, offers courses in marine science.

The courses are designed to provide students with a better understanding of the marine environment.

The laboratory's director, Peter F. Friedman, said that the courses are aimed at providing students with a more comprehensive understanding of the marine environment.

The courses are open to all students, regardless of major.

The program is expected to continue through the summer.

The laboratory is located on the shores of Cobscook Bay, near Eastport.

The laboratory is operated by the University of Maine. It is a joint venture between the university and the town of Eastport.

The laboratory is funded by the Maine Department of Marine Resources.

The laboratory is open to the public.

The laboratory offers a variety of courses and activities, including kayaking, scuba diving, and beachcombing.

The laboratory is open year-round, but is busiest in the summer months.

For more information, contact the laboratory at (207) 463-4567.
Big membership dip threatens future of Suffolk’s Management Society

by Paul Deegan

A large drop in membership of the Student Government Association (SGA) threatens the future of Suffolk Management Society. A list of members shows that only 100 SU students are members of SGA. The list, which was compiled by the Student Government Association (SGA), includes 100 students who have been members for at least one year. The list shows that 40 students are members of the SGA. The list was compiled by the Student Government Association (SGA) and includes 100 students who have been members for at least one year. The list shows that 40 students are members of the SGA. The list was compiled by the Student Government Association (SGA) and includes 100 students who have been members for at least one year. The list shows that 40 students are members of the SGA.

100 SU students examined for tuberculosis

by Dan Jones

The Suffolk South Center has treated 100 SU students for tuberculosis. The students were examined for tuberculosis on Tuesday, Feb. 22 at 11 a.m. in the Student Health Center.

Today on the WSFR SPECIAL
Steve DaCosta with BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN and SOUTH SIDE JOHNNY
WSFR: Home of the Crazies

Student Government Association

NOSTALGIA AIN’T WHAT IT USED TO BE!

YOU CAN REVIVE MEMORABILIA

The Beacon Yearbook is looking for JUNIORS, SOPHOMORES, and FRESHMEN to help prepare the 1980 yearbook. Photographers, ad sellers, writers, and creative minds are needed. Beef up your resume while getting involved in school activities.

CONTACT:
Bill Sutherland or Linda DeMarco in RL-8 (Ext. 322) or David Coscia in RL-9 (Ext. 328)

TODAY!!
FREE!!!

An afternoon of fun and games

CARTOON FESTIVAL
from Eclectic Cinema

It’ll seem like Saturday morning!
Thursday Feb. 22 at 1 p.m. - Auditorium
Free

NEXT SGA MEETING:
Tuesday, Feb. 27
at 1 p.m. in F-636A
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME!
Student committee will address 'extra curricular issues'

By Rebecca Sacks

After two months, the Student Senate has formed a Student Committee on Extra Curricular Affairs. The Senate has been working on the committee to make extra curricular affairs more accessible to students at Harvard College.

The committee will address two main issues: the increasing costs of extra curricular activities and the difficulty of students participating in them. The committee has been working on creating a financial assistance program for students who are unable to afford the costs of extra curricular activities.

Beginning Monday, Feb. 26

The Bookstore will be returning ALL Spring semester textbooks to the publishers.

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ALL YOUR BOOKS FOR YOUR CLASSES BY THIS DATE!!!
Rights, law denied

The Right: To John Robinson, Jr., President, and representatives of undergraduate students on the Suffolk University campus, the right to be denied access to the student publications is a denial of the First Amendment rights. If the student is denied the right to publish, the First Amendment is denied. President Thomas A. Fenech, in a letter to the student publications, denied the right to publish. This denial was based on the decision of Suffolk University's Board of Trustees.

The Left: Suffolk University is a private university and therefore a private entity. A private entity is not subject to the First Amendment rights. The First Amendment rights are not applicable to Suffolk University because it is a private entity. President Fenech's decision to deny the right to publish is a decision within the discretion of the Board of Trustees.

Little bounces 2,000 points to fame

The Journal: In Cape Cod, a student who did not receive a point for a test that was not given was denied the right to publish. The student was denied the right to publish because the test was not given. The test was not given because the student was not present.

The Left: The student was denied the right to publish because the test was not given. The test was not given because the student was not present. The student was not present because the test was not given.

Letters

A striker protests

Student: I am a student who participated in the student strike in support of the wildcat strike at the Suffolk University campus. I am a student who is involved in the Suffolk University strike because I support the students who are involved in the Suffolk University strike. I am a student who is involved in the Suffolk University strike because I support the students who are involved in the Suffolk University strike.

The Journal: I am a student who participated in the student strike in support of the wildcat strike at the Suffolk University campus. I am a student who is involved in the Suffolk University strike because I support the students who are involved in the Suffolk University strike. I am a student who is involved in the Suffolk University strike because I support the students who are involved in the Suffolk University strike.

Feeling left out

Editor: I am feeling left out because I am not involved in the Suffolk University strike. I am a student who is not involved in the Suffolk University strike. I am a student who is not involved in the Suffolk University strike.

The Journal: I am feeling left out because I am not involved in the Suffolk University strike. I am a student who is not involved in the Suffolk University strike. I am a student who is not involved in the Suffolk University strike.
Relax, Monday's eclipse not the end of the world

by Ruth Darwell

Most of North America will experience a partial eclipse on Monday. You can find the exact time of peak exposure for your location by looking at a map. For instance, our area will peak at 1:10 p.m. local time.

Although a solar eclipse occurring in your area will cast the sky into darkness, it is not as dangerous as it might seem. The eclipse will be visible for up to one hour and can last for several minutes. The eclipse will be visible for up to one hour and can last for several minutes. You will need a high-quality pair of sunglasses or a special filter to protect your eyes from the intense light.

Today is Washington’s birthday, despite what everybody told you

by Joan Heiser

George Washington was born on February 22, 1732, in Westmoreland County, Virginia. The first President of the United States, he played a crucial role in the country’s founding.

Washington’s birthday is celebrated with parades and festivities across America. It is a day to honor and celebrate the legacy of our first President.

The rencont should be treated as just a gathering. Try not to worry too much about the eclipse. The sky will remain dark for about one hour, which can be a beautiful sight to behold.

Washington’s birthday is celebrated with parades and festivities across America. It is a day to honor and celebrate the legacy of our first President.

The rencont should be treated as just a gathering. Try not to worry too much about the eclipse. The sky will remain dark for about one hour, which can be a beautiful sight to behold.
Trustee Zohn brings old culture to the new

By Andrea Griff

The story is an account of Dr. Peter Zohn, a trustee at a university, and his cultural experiences. Zohn was born in Vienna, Austria, and his family fled to the United States in the 1930s to escape the Nazi regime. After living in the United States for a few years, Zohn and his family settled in Texas. The cultural experiences of his family, especially in the context of the Nazi regime, are highlighted in the text.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Life is a chance for the Student Information Center.

Innovative ideas to help students find information are being implemented.

Among some of the current ideas which are being considered are: a program that provides a guide to classes and courses, a computerized system that matches students with the needed professors, and a program that allows students to plan their courses and schedules.

"One of my aims is to make the Student Information Center a more user-friendly place," says Zohn. "I think we can do this by making it easier for students to get the information they need."
Little nets 2,000th as Judges rule; beat Rams 90-77

By Rick Austin

With the Lord's help, the Little 1987-88 basketball season ... Felix Turnham's 77. The Rams led 43-38 at one point ... netted 17 points and ... ability to turn the ball over and take the...

Frogs Massacred: Bones crush Yaks

By Joe Cunningham

The St. Francis John Coleman's playing final home game was the game's high scorer with 38 points.

His point scoring 'Mellowed' since high school days

by Jay Rossow

It was the only game the Vikes had against the Rams. The Rams scored 77, but the Little scored 90. The Little were able to control the game. The Rams scored 17 points in the first quarter. The Rams scored 22 points in the second quarter. The Little scored 30 points in the third quarter. The Rams scored 20 points in the fourth quarter.

A group of the Rams originally got him into basketball. They wanted him to play for them. He started playing with them in 1987. In 1989, he joined the Little team. He has played for the Little team for the past three years.

Rock was on the varsity squad in 1988 and 1989. He was a forward for the team. He had been playing basketball since he was a child. He started playing with the Little team in 1987. He has been playing basketball for the past three years.

Rock was in the area and he joined the team. The team needed a forward and Rock was the right person for the job. He has been playing basketball for the past three years.

Rock was in the area and he joined the team. The team needed a forward and Rock was the right person for the job. He has been playing basketball for the past three years.
Rams’ second-half surge outsmarts MIT Engineers

By Bob DiMillo

It was another classic with the final score being 5-6 in overtime, but this time the Rams finally won. It was the first time in four years that Suffolk had defeated the MIT Engineers. The Rams scored five goals in the third period to come back from a 4-0 deficit. Suffolk’s Rae’s 18 tallies not enough; overset by Framingham 53-32

By Bob DiMillo

Suffolk’s Rae’s 18 tallies not enough; overset by Framingham 53-32
Sci-fi fans have their day (and night)

Marathon film overview

By Paula Wurster

The Military Science Fiction Film Marathon, held over the weekend at the Military Science Fiction Film Club in Chicago, was a resounding success. The event, which featured a selection of science fiction films from various eras, drew a large and enthusiastic crowd.

The films included classics such as "2001: A Space Odyssey," "The Day the Earth Stood Still," and "Star Wars," as well as more contemporary releases such as "The Fifth Element" and "Star Trek: The Next Generation." The audience was treated to a wide range of genres, from action-packed adventures to thought-provoking dramas.

One of the highlights of the event was the screening of "2001: A Space Odyssey," which was met with critical acclaim. The film's exploration of themes such as consciousness, artificial intelligence, and the future of humanity left the audience in awe.

A particularly memorable moment was the audience's reaction to the classic scene in "Star Wars" where Luke Skywalker lights his first lightsaber. The crowd erupted in applause as the film's iconic music played in the background.

Overall, the event was a huge success, with many attendees expressing their desire to attend future marathons. The organizers of the event are already planning for the next installment, which will be held in spring of next year.

Marathon leaves mixed audience satisfied

By George Villegas

The Military Science Fiction Film Marathon, held over the weekend at the Military Science Fiction Film Club in Chicago, was a mixed bag. While some attendees enjoyed the variety of films on offer, others found the event to be overwhelming.

The film marathon featured a selection of science fiction films from various eras, including classics such as "2001: A Space Odyssey," "The Day the Earth Stood Still," and "Star Wars," as well as more contemporary releases such as "The Fifth Element" and "Star Trek: The Next Generation." Despite the wide range of genres on offer, the event failed to captivate all attendees.

One of the main issues that was raised was the length of the films. Many attendees found the marathon to be too long, with some films lasting over three hours. The pace of the event was also criticized, with some films being shown back-to-back without breaks.

While the event was praised for its diverse selection of films, some attendees found the experience to be overwhelming. The marathon's lack of organization and the confusing nature of the program left many feeling frustrated.

Despite these criticisms, there were also positive aspects to the event. Many attendees enjoyed the opportunity to see films they might not have otherwise had the chance to watch. The event also provided a platform for the discussion of science fiction films and their impact on popular culture.

Overall, the Military Science Fiction Film Marathon was a mixed bag. While there were some positives, there were also issues that need to be addressed in order for the event to be successful in the future.
Stones roll on in new film 'scrapbook'

by Gay W. Lush

Friday, January 23, 1979

The Beatles changed the name of Brian Epstein with the same effect as when a goldsmith changes a gold coin. On July 1, 1969, with the sudden death of Brian Epstein, the Beatles lost one of their closest friends. The Beatles were then forced to learn the hard way what it means to lose someone they care for. The Beatles were able to get over their grief and move on, but the loss of Brian Epstein made them even more dependent on each other. The Beatles were able to continue their career without Brian Epstein, but they couldn't get over the loss of him. The Beatles were able to continue their career without Brian Epstein, but they couldn't get over the loss of him.

An arresting new release

by Bob Kane

December 24, 1978

The Beatles changed the name of Brian Epstein with the same effect as when a goldsmith changes a gold coin. On July 1, 1969, with the sudden death of Brian Epstein, the Beatles lost one of their closest friends. The Beatles were then forced to learn the hard way what it means to lose someone they care for. The Beatles were able to get over their grief and move on, but the loss of Brian Epstein made them even more dependent on each other. The Beatles were able to continue their career without Brian Epstein, but they couldn't get over the loss of him. The Beatles were able to continue their career without Brian Epstein, but they couldn't get over the loss of him.

Ex-Beatle’s new album has bugs

by Karen Riley

December 24, 1978

The Beatles changed the name of Brian Epstein with the same effect as when a goldsmith changes a gold coin. On July 1, 1969, with the sudden death of Brian Epstein, the Beatles lost one of their closest friends. The Beatles were then forced to learn the hard way what it means to lose someone they care for. The Beatles were able to get over their grief and move on, but the loss of Brian Epstein made them even more dependent on each other. The Beatles were able to continue their career without Brian Epstein, but they couldn't get over the loss of him. The Beatles were able to continue their career without Brian Epstein, but they couldn't get over the loss of him.

Music:
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The Journal is looking for ambitious people willing to work and learn.

positions available:
Production Manager,
Editorial Page Editor,
three Copy Editors,
general assignment reporters, photographers.

Join us! It's not to be missed — an exciting chance to contribute to a winning team. We are looking for people who are willing to work hard and learn. The positions available are Production Manager, Editorial Page Editor, three Copy Editors, and general assignment reporters.

Please GIVE BLOOD

I will ___ will not ___ donate at the bloodmobile
Name _____________________________
Address ___________________________
Phone _____________________________
Preferred appointment: ___

Please tear off all your reminder

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
Feb. 27
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

ISLAND HOUSE, Deer Isle, Maine, 128 of water front in downtown Stonington. Two story, screw door, 2 full baths, $47,000 or best offer by March 1. Write: Leatherman, 840, Boulder, Colorado 80302.